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BRENDA LAUREL
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CLASSIC



BRENDA LAUREL

BATHTUBS



Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.
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CLASSIC

Munai 122/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Munai 122/No1     328                         110-140                 129x129x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Munai 138/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

02

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Munai 138/No1     384                         120-160                 145x145x67

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Munai 163/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

03

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

Munai 163/No1     556                         170-220                 170x170x67

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Munai 122/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

04

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood.  Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

Munai 122/No2     328                         110-140                 129x129x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 



CLASSIC

Munai 138/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

05

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Munai 138/No2     384                         130-160                 145x145x77

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Munai 163/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

06

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Munai 163/No2     556                         170-220                 170x170x77

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 156/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

07

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Baula  156/No1     252                         110-140                 163x92x77

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 185/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

08

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Baula  185/No1     306,5                      110-150                 192x102x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 200/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

09

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Baula  200/No1     363                         130-160                 207x107x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 156/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

10

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Baula  156/No2     220,5                      130-170                 163x92x86

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 185/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

11

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Baula  185/No2     294                         150-190                 192x102x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Baula 200/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

12

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

Baula  200/No2     347                         160-210                 207x107x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 163/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

13

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra  163/No1    305,5                      110-140                 170x87x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 190/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

14

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra 190/No1     364,5                      130-160                 197x87x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 197/No1

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

15

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Needs recess 
preparation in the floor to place the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open 
outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra  197/No1    424,5                      140-180                 204x96x72

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 163/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

16

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra 163/No2     303,5                      120-150                 170x87x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 190/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

17

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra  190/No2    361,5                      140-180                 197x87x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



CLASSIC

Madra 197/No2

UWD CLASSIC
BATHTUBS

18

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of solid wood. Waste trap is 
hidden in bathtub construction. Dedicated for push-open outflow system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. 
Other wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Madra 197/No2     421,5                      150-190                 204x96x81

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  



WASHBASINS



Counter top washbasin. Made out of solid wood. 
Mounted to the countertop. 

CLASSIC

Maluku

UWD CLASSIC
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Other 
wood kind available on demand. 

Optionally washbasin can be in the countertop. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag. 

20



Counter top washbasin. Made out of solid wood. 
Mounted to the countertop.  

CLASSIC

Alabel

UWD CLASSIC
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Other 
wood kind available on demand.  

Optionally washbasin can be inserted in the countertop.

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag.

21



Counter top washbasin. Made out of solid wood. 
Mounted to the countertop. 

CLASSIC

Babau

UWD CLASSIC
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Other 
wood kind available on demand. 

Optionally washbasin can be inserted in the countertop. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag. 

22



Freestanding washbasin. Made out of solid wood. Floor drain connection. 
Comes with plumbing accessories. 

CLASSIC

Dagami

UWD CLASSIC
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Other 
wood kind available on demand.  

Can be ordered with: plumbing accessories, countertop. 

23



CLASSIC

Diva

UWD CLASSIC
WASHBASINS

Freestanding washbasin. Made out of solid wood.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Other 
wood kind available on demand.   

Optionally floor or wall drain connection possible. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, towel rag.

24



BATHTUBS



TLON

Puari-Gaia 116 

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Small size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Comes with the Bowden cable opening  system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari-Gaia   116    209                         70-90                     118x72x82

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  

26



TLON

Puari-Gaia 153

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Comes with the Bowden cable opening  system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari-Gaia   153    301                         100-120                 155x72x88

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  

27



TLON

Puari-Gaia 153 L

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Comes with the Bowden cable opening  system.

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer,       
overflow filler system, can have added top, shelves or can be adapted to 
be inserted. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari-Gaia 153 L   460                         120-140                 155x97x88

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  

28



Small size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Needs recess preparation in the floor to place 
the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

TLON

Gongo 85

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Gongo   85            385                         90-110                    92x87x107

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Gongo 115

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Needs recess preparation in the floor to place 
the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Gongo   115          481                         120-140                 122x87x107

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Gongo 135

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Needs recess preparation in the floor to place 
the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Gongo  135           1011                       160-200                 142x127x107

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Puari 134

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Small size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari    134            238                         90-120                   136x72x78

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Puari 165

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari    165            364                         110-130                 167x82x80

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Puari 199

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Large size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Waste trap is hidden in bathtub construction.
Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Puari    199            543                         140-170                 201x92x82

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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Small size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Needs recess preparation in the floor to place 
the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

TLON

Gaia 122

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Gaia    122             227                         60-80                     130x72x67

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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TLON

Gaia 127

UWD TLON
BATHTUBS

Medium size freestanding bathtub. Made out of selected wood specie and 
natural waterproof plywood. Needs recess preparation in the floor to place 
the waste trap. Dedicated for push-open outflow system. 

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally bathtub can be made with overflow, adapted to bath mixer, can 
have shelves added or adapted to be inserted. Can be adopted to Bowden 
cable opening  system. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, stand, step, towel rag, mixer 
column. 

Gaia    127             367                         80-100                   130x107x67

Model                    Volume (l)               Weight (kg)           Box size (cm)  
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WASHBASINS



Large size, rectangular wall mounted washbasin. Made out of selected 
wood specie and waterproof natural plywood.  

TLON

Kapai

UWD TLON
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand.  

Optionally washbasin can be mounted on the countertop.

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag, 
mixer column. 
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Small size, rectangular wall mounted washbasin with outflow cover. Made 
out of selected wood specie and waterproof natural plywood. 

TLON

Pocco

UWD TLON
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand.   

Optionally washbasin can be mounted on the countertop or inserted in 
the countertop. Cover can be horizontal or inclined. Level of cover can be 
changed.

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag, 
mixer column. 
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Small size, rectangular countertop washbasin with outflow cover. Made out 
of selected wood specie and waterproof natural plywood. 

TLON

Terto

UWD TLON
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Optionally washbasin can be inserted in the countertop. Cover can be 
horizontal or inclined. Level of cover can be changed.

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag, 
mixer column. 

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand.   
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Medium size freestanding washbasin with outflow cover. Made out of 
selected wood specie and waterproof natural plywood. 

TLON

Mabio

UWD TLON
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand.  

Optionally floor or wall drain connection possible. Cover can be horizontal or 
inclined. Level of cover can be changed.

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag, 
mixer column. 
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Medium size, rectangular wall mounted washbasin with outflow cover. 
Made out of selected wood specie and waterproof natural plywood. 

TLON

Rimba

UWD TLON
WASHBASINS

WOOD SPECIES:

OPTIONS:

ACCESSORIES:

Comes in Ash, Oak, Maple, Sapele, Padouk, Merbau, American walnut. Over 
100 different wood kinds available on demand. 

Optionally washbasin can be mounted on the countertop or inserted in 
the countertop. Cover can be horizontal or inclined. Level of cover can be 
changed. 

Can be ordered with plumbing accessories, countertop, stand, towel rag, 
mixer column. 
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